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Let's face it: overtly political music is usually wack, and don't even talk
to me about Cornel West. But now, Head-Roc is here to inherit the
political rap mantle from Public Enemy, an appropriate position for this
D.C. native. With an eye towards flow and hot, swinging beats, HeadRoc tackles issues as diverse as the legacy of slavery, modern day
Black empowerment and imperialism from Christopher Columbus to
George Bush without preaching or putting heads to bed. Noam
Chomsky himself would dig Roc's whispered Ying-Yangian foray into the
sticky politics of the Middle East on "Free Palestine"-somebody email
him an mp3! — Rob Geary
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Winter 2005
The Sex Issue. Policing the behavior of people living with HIV, the boom of sex
talk on Spanish-language radio, black women working in the porn industry,
acclaimed artist Kehinde Wiley painting masculinity anew. Plus stories about
organizing after Katrina, what the new labor coalition may deliver for workers of
color, and the safety of Vietnamese workers in nail salons.

Head-Roc: Negrophobia!
Colorlines Magazine: Race, Action, Culture, Winter, 2005 by Juba Kalamka
Indie hip-hop stalwart Head-Roc returns with his second full length, a collaborative
project following his recent solo The Return Of Black Broadway. Tighter flows and
inventive beat-making undergird Head-Roc and partners DJ Eurok and Noyeek the
Grizzly Bear's politically charged neo-Black Nationalist missives. What could be preachy
and pedantic if presented by less capable MCs becomes a deft teach-in over breakbeats
that capture the power of their popular live performances.
head-roc.com
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ON POINT - A REVIEW OF HEAD-ROC'S NEGROPHOBIA

Bookseller
locator

by Sensimellia Gardner
from Left Turn

In the year since Washington, DC's hardest working MC, Head-Roc, dropped his
solo debut project, The Return of Black Broadway, the "Broadway" got whiter. U
Street's most prominent apartment building, The Ellington, is way out of the
financial league of the city's majority blacks who are reeling from a reported 10-14
percent unemployment rate. A tanning salon now sits on the once famed black
corridor and the organized new residents have successfully banned live hip-hop
performance from all clubs in the neighborhood. All that's left of the Black
Broadway are a hodge-podge of informational walking tour street signs saying that
it used to be there. What's behind all of this? According to Head-Roc, it's
Negrophobia and if you were born anytime after the 15th century, then you've got
it!
Twelve tracks and to the point, Head-Roc's sophomore project was released on
Juneteenth at perhaps the least visited place in Washington DC, the AfricanAmerican Civil War Memorial Museum, smack dab in the middle of the Black
Broadway.
The beats are minimalist-mostly bass, drums and a tickle of keys-providing just
enough bop to shelter the listener from a down pour of lyrics decrying key
elements in the establishment of Negrophobia. Columbus' murderous imperial
expedition and the tragedy of trans-Atlantic slavery; the resulting decimation of
the black family, and creation of a greed-filled, racist police society; its replication
throughout the rest of the world and its concentration in a DC which needs to be
made "free"-all form the lyrical core of the disk.
With such heavy subject matter it's almost surprising the album remains
something you can rock to, but producers DJ Eurok on the funky movie-track
sounding "Tarzan" (with guest vocals by Noyeek the Grizzly Bear) and DC's own
R&B hottie K'alyn and Dwayne Lee (of 3LG) on "Speak to Us" ensure that HeadRoc's revolution will be at the party. Lee showing off his blazin' guitar rifts on
"Bernard Hopkins" further cements the bridge Head-Roc's punk youth followers
used to cross over into the world of DC hip-hop. On "Speak to Us" Lee's fingers are
so sweet you might miss Head-Roc's stinging lyrics:
"...can you believe that? we living in a age where working at
McDonald's is an advertised career path/ the fuk is up with
that?/commercials showing niggas joyous as a mufuh/stuffing fast
food bags.../demonstration of black and white cooperation/according
to some corporations.../when we wanted integration, they gave us
segregation/which they couldn't get away with, so in frustration/they
changed the game say we were insane /to blame the grip of past
reigns for our present days strains.../the civil rights amendments is
really just a figment/of that mission of guilt by the righteously
indignant..."

Tight lyrics
The smooth bounce of "Chris Columbus" explains that the album came about "...all
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because [Head-Roc] took up a book and looked and was shook by the shit these
crooks done took." The almost dirge-ish keys leading the marching band drumming
behind "Middle Passage" is a tear-jerker for anyone who can for a moment join this
African on a journey into the unknown terror of the experience through song;
interrupted by a narrative clip, which at over a minute long takes away from the
cadence and climax of the succeeding verse. If you need a let up from the emotion
of the black experience in the Americas, skip "Black Babies":
"...My black people ain't moved since Martin died.../When he was
assassinated by the Central 'I' /A black Agency didn't mobilize, except
to vandalize.../Brothers killing brothers for the sake of
homicide/Committing 'suicide' -when it should be homicide.../We
need to get the black family unified.../To put a ball through a hoop
they pay a black man a million dollars/'Cause they'd rather see that
than to witness a million scholars..."

There are surprises on this album for everyone living in or outside the District.
"Bob Marley Lives in Amsterdam" throws rocks at the commercialization and
watering down of Marley's image from Pan-Africanist to a weed-smoking icon used
to advertise tools which today contribute to the destruction of Africans universally.
"Free Palestine" (featuring Democracy Now!'s Amy Goodman) is ably supported by
a fabulous tremor of bass, whispers and chants, followed by the untitled
instrumental track #6 with a clever combination of beats, oud and the Arabesque
tabla drum.
In just over 40 minutes Negrophobia, engineered by Head-Roc and his manager
Jarobi White (of A Tribe Called Quest), manages to impart history lesson, copwatch tactics (courtesy of The Funkinest Journalist, Jared Ball of FreeMixRadio and
Organized C.O.U.P.), and re-establishes hip-hop as the music to which we can once
again party for our right to fight a most debilitating component in the American
nightmare: Negrophobia.
Ten years after Public Enemy's "Fear of a Black Planet", the arrival of
"Negrophobia" is refreshing, hot, timely and on point-so, go get it!
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Underground Rapper 'Head-Rocs' the Boat
Review of Head-Roc's "Negrophobia"
Fernando Vazquez
Issue date: 10/24/05 Section: Life & Leisure
Pop-quiz. Which hip-hop lyric is more empowering?
A. "I got a hundred mill from music/A hundred grand from crack/Goin' to see my
jeweler/So I can blow a stack
Or:
B. "To put a ball through a hoop they give a black man a million dollars/Cause they'd
rather see that than to witness a million scholars."
I don't know about you, but I picked B.
That's what independent D.C. rapper Head-Roc's new album "Negrophobia!" is all about:
releasing the political stranglehold on the black community. With song topics ranging
from black empowerment to land occupation, Head-Roc is proving to be the underground
scene's most progressive rapper.
"Heady" exploded onto the local D.C. scene in 1993 as a member of the group "Infinite
Loop" and later "3 Levels of Genius" before going solo. He's viewed in the scene as a
respected elder of the genre.
A follow-up to his 2004 award-winning solo debut "The Return of Black Broadway,"
"Negrophobia!" is a collection of socially and politically charged hip-hop anthems that
make "pop-gangsta rappers" like 50 Cent and T.I. look obsolete in comparison. Why
would you want to hear about Maybach cars and Hi-Tops when you can flex your mind
with songs crafted with intelligence that promote civil disobedience? Head-Roc's words
are some of the most empowering lyrics in hip-hop today.
An example of Head-Roc's creative lyrics is in the song "Tarzan." Usually in today's rap
songs about violence, the one committing the violent act is the MC and it is done to help

increase his "street cred." "Tarzan" is Head-Roc's only song in which he describes violent
acts. However, in a sort of parody, the person responsible for the violence is none other
than a cop ("The best job in America, baby/Get away with 41 shots or beatin a nigga
crazy"). The latter portion of this track has a helpful strategy for exercising your right to
"monitor the police" legally and information on what to do if a cop tries to harass you.
A large portion of the subject matter of "Negrophobia!" deals with empowerment.
Specifically, it deals with black empowerment but Head-Roc's rhymes transcend race and
creed to move anyone who lends him an ear.
"Negrophobia!" is not under any label nor does it have any radio support.
It is a 100 percent D.I.Y. (do it yourself) album only available through the "E-Store"
section of www.head-roc.com for $7.99. Fans of politically and socially conscious acts
such as Public Enemy, The Coup, Dead Prez, and Rage Against The Machine will
appreciate this independent masterpiece.
http://media.www.rutgersobserver.com/media/storage/paper822/news/2005/10/24/LifeLeisure/Underground.Rapper.he
adRocs.The.Boat-1028608.shtml?sourcedomain=www.rutgersobserver.com&MIIHost=media.collegepublisher.com
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Connecting causes and people
Rapper Head-Roc questions the political system, but never doubts the power
of a good beat
By Emily Citkowski
GP-US Operations Director
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Like most youth in the metro Washington, D.C. area in the 1980s, Vance Levy
listened to a lot of go-go music. While attending high school in Prince George's
County, Md., he met some new friends from New York City-one a DJ with a
turntable-and got seriously turned on to the hip-hop scene. His onstage
persona, Head-Roc, was born, and they started competing in talent shows at
venues like the Ibex. Head-Roc credits go-go's swinging influence on D.C.'s
hip-hop scene today, but he says his real musical and political influences are
soul music and cultures that feature the drum as foundation, such as Latino,
African and Arabic music. "The drum is the center of music in these cultures,"
he explains. "The drum allows you to meditate and to be open to the
message."
Head-Roc, who's a member of the D.C. Statehood Green Party, performed at
the Operation Ceasefire concert on the National Mall on Sept. 24, along with
musicians like Jello Biafra, Steve Earle, Joan Baez and Le Tigre, to advocate
for the immediate end to the war in Iraq. We recently caught up with him at
the Green Party's national office in Dupont Circle to talk about music, politics

and connecting with one another.
Green Pages: Tell us about your new album, Negrophobia.
Head-Roc: As a descendent of African slaves, I wanted to look at American
history and the atrocities the American government committed. I wrote and
produced this album to deal with my frustrations about the complicity America
had in the story of enslaved Africans and disenfranchised people, people who
don't follow the western paradigm…[and] out of my anger as an American
citizen watching the actions of my government and that they and other
western governments can do anything to the rest of the world.
GP: You use a lot of samples of political speeches.
HR: It wasn't my intention to create a "politically conscious album," but I'm a
34-year-old human living on this planet. And things concern me, and I write
about it. Music is a great facilitator to keep people's minds open and keep
them listening so that they'll hear the message.
I want to get the word out to people harassed by bad law enforcement so that
they know their rights. I think most people are more receptive to these
messages if it's enjoyable, keeps their attention.
The track "Christopher Columbus" is not just about Chris Columbus, but about
imperialism.
The track "Bob Marley" came from an experience I had while on tour in
Europe. I was in Amsterdam and was struck by all of the pictures of Bob
Marley everywhere which were used to sell marijuana. Bob Marley as a person
has been co-opted to sell pot and the true legacy of his work and his ideas are
being ignored.
GP: You are a member of the Green Party. Why did you decide to join?
HR: I was involved with "Beats for Peace" and the D.C. Anti-War Network. I
had friends in the Green Party, and I knew about the Green Party. But I didn't
join until 2003. I stopped by a Green Party table at UDC [University of the
District of Columbia] during a speech by Noam Chomsky. I looked at the
platform and was impressed that the Green Party platform talked about
fighting racism. No other political party talks about that. I wondered how to
get the word out to black people.
GP: How can we do a better job at fighting racism?
HR: I think there's a disconnect between organizations who champion causes
of people, and the people whose causes they're championing. I also think
we're too caught up in competing and impressing each other "academically,"
too focused on lectures and speakers rather than figuring out how to facilitate
living together and building the world we want to see.
GP: Who are your inspirations both politically and musically?
HR: Soul music is my inspiration; soul music is the place where rhythm is
home. My religion is rhythm-I'm serious about that. I really think there is
power in the pulse of a drum to snare you and mesmerize you and open your
mind. It's not surprising to me that the people who run the world are so far
away from the soul beat.
Music can change the tide of battle. Music can help you make a decision.
I didn't come to my political views automatically. I used to be 180 degrees
from where I am now. I used to buy into the propaganda that America is
always right, who cares about the rest of the world. But being in a global

musical community helped shape my political views. It made me more critical
of what our "leaders" were doing and saying.
GP: What's next for Head-Roc?
HR: Look for big things to come from D.C. hip-hop in 2006. I'm collaborating
with the Thievery Corporation [D.C.-based label/producers] to start a new
progressive hip-hop label. I think people are looking for something fresh and
new in hip-hop-something that speaks to millions about their dreams and
hopes.
One of my goals is to make the disenfranchised and downtrodden aware of
each other. Once we are aware of each other we can come up with a plan to
combat the supremacist terrorism of our government.
-----Christopher Columbus
By Head-Roc
D.C. Statehood Green Party
Chris Columbus, a man of his time,
Slaughtered Arawak natives to further his kind and they state of mind,
And their take on the divine, allowed them to be so inclined
To send ships with guns,
Filled with men with swords so filled with the love of the Lord,
That they do whatever's necessary, for their position!
Death is the decision, when they on a mission!
Death is the decision, when they on a mission!
What we talkin' 'bout? IMPERIALISM!
Every second Monday in October we hold a celebration for a western soldier,
Who brought over a culture manifestly destined to rule and take over.
Funny how in the name of Jehovah, you supposed to be the
landowner more so than the first holder.
Ask them natives in Plymouth 'bout the caravan next to the boulder!
From what they told ya in high school about righteous conquests and brave
explorers,
Little revealed 'bout the millions killed, with their government quill try
to seal up the horror!
Hey, the superpowers locked in a chest match,
Like cool cats they sit back to see who is dispatched, persist at coup d'etats,
Promote armed attacks with gift packs plus import crack.
Now tell me what you think about that? Do it sound familiar?
To me too cousin I feel ya!
And all because I picked up a book, then looked, and was shook by
the shit these crooks done took!
© Lyrics by Head-Roc. Excerpted with permission.
Head-Roc's latest album is available for purchase through the Green Party's
online store at http://www.gp.org/, or by calling 1-866-41-GREEN.
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Head Roc Interview
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Washington D.C: The centre of a global political superpower for some, and the belly of the allencompassing imperialist beast to others. Such disparate opinions are echoed in the significant wealth
gap shown in the city’s population: large numbers of poor live under the nose of the White stoned
houses that seat some of the richest and most influential people in the world. Such circumstances as
this can only provide a melting pot of inspiration for artistic folk inhabiting the area. Head Roc is one of
such folk, who after releasing his critically acclaimed Return of Black Broadway LP, he has now dropped
Negrophobia – a poignantly political and head nodding set. Add the fact that Heady is managed by Jarobi from
A Tribe Called Quest fame, and I had to catch up with this talented D.C representative to say whuttup…
What’s the Washington D.C hiphop scene like?
The DC Hip-Hop is and has been bubbling for quite a few
years now. There is a tremendous amount of talent in no small
part due to long-time vets honing skills both, artistic and
business, for something like ten years now. More and more
cats are putting out wax, which brings attention to the scene
as a whole. But don’t sleep, DC artists been out overseas and
across the U.S. Groups like Unspoken Heard and Opus
Akoben who are well known in France have been visiting
across the pond for more than a few years now. Nationally,
Storm the Unpredictable and the Poemcees been doing it for
years as well. Those are the longtime vets who I have to
spread love to cause they all helped me out when it was my
time to travel and spread love to the masses. Can’t forget my
peoples Team Demolition, who as far as I can remember were
the first cats I ever heard about to put out wax.
Do you feel living in the shadow of the White House has a significant effect on your music?
I don’t know for sure if the White House or Congress has had any more significant effect on my music, with me
being from DC, than it has on any other region where hip-hop is prominent. Congress does its thing, which is
totally separate from the DC native thing. Congress doesn’t care too much about DC because if they did, the
city would be paved in gold. The school system wouldn’t be so dysfunctional because there would be adequate
funding for modern facilities and ample supplies for students and so forth. Hell, this current President doesn’t
even stay overnight in the White House so he can’t possibly know what’s going on in the city – wow what a
leader huh? In general the white house/congress doesn’t give a shit about hip-hop except to condemn it and
falsely blame it for the moral decay of the States. which, interestingly enough, is what they said about Blues,
Jazz, Rock, and Soul. At the same time funny enough, the conservatives even recognize the power of Hip-Hop
and use it as a means of perverted outreach to gain new constituents. It’s the slow response of the U.S.
Progressive movement that has had a significant effect on my just my music, but many of the brave ones
before me who try to deal with society and question the status quo in our music creations.

“…Congress doesn’t care too much about DC because if they did, the city
would be paved in gold…”
You are managed by Jarobi from A Tribe Called Quest, how did that come about, and how has it helped
you?
Jarobi is one of my best friends has offered me all that he knows about he idiosyncrasies of dealing with the
music industry. We met at the grocery store one day, I gave him a ride home as he was lugging some
groceries and the rest is history. We never even talked about him and tribe for over a year though of course I
knew who he was, and he knew me from my prominence on the DC Hip-Hop scene through my work with
Infinite Loop and Three Levels of Genius. We just found that we had a mutual respect and admiration for music
– period. Quite a wonderful way to build a friendship when you think about it. Something very pure and that. So
we became really good friends and over the years no matter what was going on in our lives we supported each
other whole heartedly. So when I went out on the solo effort and it came time to tour the west coast, Jarobi
took the lead as our guide for my first ever tour. His vast tour experience made my carefree and successful and

I cant wait to do it again and again. Did I mention I’m available for shows and tours it the U.K.? Shameless plug
if you don’t mind! (Laughing)

“…[Jarobi and I] met at the grocery store one day, I gave him a ride home as
he was lugging some groceries and the rest is history…”
What reception do you receive for your political material?
I receive an overwhelming response whenever I rock my material of social content. People are literally blown
away! They come and tell me that I’ve changed their lives and attitudes on the state of the world today. The
engage me in socio-political discussion after the show. I’ amazed at how intently folks listen to my lyrics at the
show. I’ definitely blessed to have such a success rate in live show settings that folks actually take time to tell
me they appreciate my input and encourage me to continue. I get that from white folks, black folks, Asians,
Arabs, you name it. Peace and blessings people, thugs, geeks, and people who are typically indifferent and
just want to have a good time seek me out after the show to tell me how much they enjoy it. I’m very thankful
for that and am encouraged to keep moving.
Your lyrics and skits are obviously well researched, poignant and informative. Some of it is
reminiscent of the protest fuelled music of Public Enemy. What role do you see politics playing in
music in the future?
I hope we can get back to the day where relevant socially
conscious music can sell out stadium seats like in the day of
P.E. Hopefully this time the Progressive movement will
embrace and not abandon us like they did P.E. and let the
movement be chewed up by cooperate dogs who, once they
take the bit out of the message in the music, co-opt it by
making it a side show spectacle. The hot topic in the
progressive movement today is Hip-Hop and Politics. Now
they (Progressive intellectuals) are trying to examine what kind
of change and influence Hip-Hop music can have in affecting
social change. In my opinion its about 15-20 years too late for
that. We need to be talking about creating Progressive record
labels and distribution houses so that we can get this most
precious music out to the masses A.S.A.P to counter the work
neo-cons have done.
Why, in your opinion, (how) did the unpopular Bush get back in office?
Bush got back in office because the American educational system doesn’t teach history. They teach capitalistic
propaganda which relies on relaying a false sense of pride by promoting the economic superiority. In the latest
round of U.S. history its all about ‘freedom’ and we are told day and night that there are those who want to take
our freedom because they are jealous of what we have as Americans. The U.S. as an institution actually has
convinced itself that our country was founded on righteous values. It celebrates the discovery of this land,
which in turns celebrates the annihilation of the Native Americans. It celebrates its establishment of itself as a
wealthy nation, which in turn celebrate the enslavement, rape, and murder of Africans and their use as forced
free labour for hundreds of years. It celebrates the values of democracy, which in turn celebrates the fact that
Washington, DC, the nation’s capitol, has no vote in the halls of Congress. This institution keeps people out of
the loop by keeping them preoccupied with work. When some mishap occurs and other cultures lash and
retaliate against American foreign policy, the institution quickly propagandises it, and says that others want to
change the way we live. It tells us to go back to work and keep spending money – they’ll take care of the socalled evildoers. Then they show us the superior weapons of mass destruction along with other superior
weaponry, financed by our tax payer dollars, that they will use to destroy the enemy. Oh, and they remind us
that God almighty himself sanctions these murderous activities to protect his chosen people. And everybody
want to be part of the ‘chosen people’ don’t they?” well, that’s how Bush got back in office.

“…[America] celebrates its establishment of itself as a wealthy nation, which
in turn celebrate the enslavement, rape, and murder of Africans and their use
as forced free labour for hundreds of years…”
The licence plates for D.C cars is “Taxation Without Representation”, explain why that is…
It’s a half-hearted attempt to bring attention the fact that D.C. does not have a say so in determining the actions
and course of the affairs of our nation. We are unwilling participants in a great many thing our nation is involved
in. It plays on what was taught in school about the very reasons for American independence from England. The
complaint was that the mother country England would pass unfair and unjust laws, mostly with regards to
economy, and the American colonists had no say so in the matter which eventually resulted in a ‘tea party’ in
Boston and the rest is history.
The license plate slogan tries to play on that but what good it’s
done seeing as there no real organized movement to really
attain statehood. There are many groups who work for it; I’m a
member of the DC Statehood Green Party myself, but their

needs to be more solidarity amongst the groups to really get
something going on the issue. To become a state we would have to be ratified by the rest of the states. So
naturally you would think there would be some type of nationwide outreach to educate folks to our condition as
citizens of the U.S., but I’m not aware of anything on a scale large enough to really bring attention the issue.
What’s the meaning behind your name?
People who know me call me Heady. I got that name from a Rasta who witnessed me handling some Infinite
Loop business a decade ago one night when we opened up for KRS. He said where he’s from they would call
me Heady. My Loop mates heard him and teased me about the rest of the night and the name stuck. Later, I
put the Roc on the end to Hip-Hop it up a little if you will.

“…I love what’s coming out of the U.K right now. Cats are rhyming in a
ridiculously dope fashion…”
Having recently travelled around Europe, what were your impressions of hiphop outside of the U.S?
I love the way the world is expressing itself through Hip-Hop. Different cultures add their own flavours to the art
form of disenfranchised expression. I love what’s coming out of the U.K right now. Cats are rhyming in a
ridiculously dope fashion and I think it really shatters the boundaries that some here in the states try to put on
Hip-Hop. France is like the second home of Hip-Hop and I know them cats been using it as tool to speak
against oppression and injustice for over 20 years now. Listening to the rhythm of rhyme in other languages
blows my mind. It reminds me of how the human voice is first instrument and most impressive of them all because hearing rhymes delivered in a tongue other than my own is no less than listening to a trumpet or piano
player in action. I can’t read music, but I can receive what is being relayed to me because I am in tune to
music!
Two albums deep, what’s next for Head Roc?
I’m trying to get some financial /label support for this
“NEGROPHBIA!” project. I desperately want to get out on the
road touring because I am just addicted to the fellowship- and I
need to pay my rent and light bills! Plus, I have little baby girl
on the way and I need to provide for her and since I quit my
old job of 14 years to do music, I’m grinding all the time. As far
as another project, I do have the concept in mind. It’ll be
something way more personal that will serve as a therapy of
sorts to help me understand who I am and how I came to be
who I am. “NEGROPHOBIA!” is completely devoid of my ego
as an artist and human being and I am quite proud of that, so I
think I may change pace a little and give some thought to
myself in hopes that others can relate and offer fellowship as I
do love sharing this music of life!
Where’s your Head at?
Right now my head is at survival. Grinding to secure the future
so I can continue to contribute to society and counteract
supremacy and injustice.
What music are you bumping right now?
I don’t bump anything exclusively in particular. I listen to a lot of shows online. I listen to a lot of cats on the DC
scene. I listen to folk’s CDs I get at shows. I love music and when I hear something that grips me I try to make
a note of it.
Lay down your shouts, links, plugs, anything here…
Shout out to life itself and ultimate love for everyone that makes http://www.head-roc.com/ and the Head-Roc
War Machine tick. Noyeek the Grizzly Bear, DJ Eurok, Jarobi and last but definitely not least Miss Speak (my
baby momma to be and top advisor). We a family operation as you may be able to tell. Much love to the Infinite
Loop, 3LG, Team Demolition, Asheru, Peomcees, Opus Akoben, Shambhala, Q and not U (DC Punk), the
entire DC Punk Rock Indie music scene for showing me much love over the last 18 months or so. Of course,
my family and everyone who has supported me over the years and continue to support my efforts to bring
attention to the D.C. Hip-Hop scene. Shout out to my overseas fam as well! And much love to UKHH.com for
showing me love! Can’t wait to get back to the U.K. and rock some stages so promoters make sure you holla! I
guarantee you that you will not be disappointed!
“Negrophobia” is out now and available from: http://www.head-roc.com/
Watch out for a UK remix of “Chris Columbus” by Head Roc featuring Syanyde.

- The Last Skeptik

Related Links:
z

http://www.head-roc.com/
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The latest news and notes in D.C. and beyond

Today's Top Stop: Head-Roc War Machine at DC9
HEAD-ROC HAS BEEN at the forefront of D.C. hip-hop for over a decade -- first as a member
of the sprawling collective the Infinite Loop, then as the frontman of the critically-lauded Rootsstyle group Three Levels of Genius. He's
currently the head honcho of the Head-Roc
War Machine.
Heady's played almost every local venue one
can imagine, including the Mall, Georgetown
University, the 9:30 Club and the Lincoln
Theater, forging close ties with the District's
punk community along the way. He's appeared
on countless benefit bills, a Dischord CD and
opened for Q and Not U at the Black Cat. He's
been on the cover of the Washington City
Paper, too, but perhaps his most impressive feat
was drafting A Tribe Called Quest's Jarobi White into the War Machine, which also includes
DJ-about-town Eurok and another MC, Noyeek the Grizzly Bear.
The Roc's latest feats include forging a partnership with the internationally recognized
electronica duo Thievery Corporation, getting married and raising his very young daughter.
He'll perform a free show at DC9 tonight as part of the ongoing Griot series. Express spoke with
him by phone last night.
EXPRESS: What did you do today?
HEAD-ROC: Nothing much, went for a walk with the family today. I think I'm pretty much at
terms with Eighteenth Street Lounge Music to be on their label and put out this hip-hop record.
EXPRESS: How'd you meet them initially? We're talking about the guys from Thievery
Corporation, right?
HEAD-ROC: Yeah. I met them through a mutual friend while working on the Operation
Ceasefire [a group seeking an end to the war in Iraq] campaign last year. The huge protest they
had on the Mall and the concert down there with Joan Baez and Jello Biafra hosting, the Coup
and all them cats. They were big sponsors of the event. They had a lot to do with pulling that off.
Eric Hilton from Thievery Corporation told me he liked my material and we talked about maybe
doing some business together. So we're finally gonna make it happen. I'm in the final stages of
sealing up a deal to put out an album that's produced by Eric Hilton. We've been keeping it tight
under wraps. But we've been working on things the whole time. It's looking like it's gonna
happen.
EXPRESS: Who are some of the bigger artists you've opened for?
HEAD-ROC: You name it. KRS-ONE, Nas, Tribe Called Quest, De La Soul, Talib Kweli,
Bernie Worrell of Parliament, Branford Marsalis, the Roots, Digable Planets.

EXPRESS: How come we never hear about anyone else from Three Levels of Genius or Infinite
Loop?
HEAD-ROC: Well, that's not true. From Infinite Loop you've got DJ Dirty Harry, he's the big
producer behind Raheem DeVaughn. Asheru's crew, Black Lincolns, that's made up of all
Infinite Loop cats. Cats is out and about, doing they thing.
EXPRESS: What's the deal with Griot?
HEAD-ROC: The griot is the West African storyteller, the mystic, rhythmic storyteller. The
original MC, so to speak. We take pride in the griot tradition. It's run by Laurel, Shambhala's
manager. She's been around for awhile, very active on the scene. She does that the first
Wednesday of every month at DC9. Tries her best to incorporate a lot of different talent.
Supreme Commander, [fronted by] my man Boo, they're a punk band.
EXPRESS: What's the best show that you've ever done outside of D.C.?
HEAD-ROC: There was a show that I did in L.A. with Jarobi and Phife [of A Tribe Called
Quest] -- that was a good show, but Grizz wasn't there, so I don't know. There was another show
we did out in L.A., the Philistines' album release party, that was a pretty good show.
EXPRESS: The story about you meeting Jarobi for the first time at the supermarket, you just
recognized him, huh?
HEAD-ROC: Well, he's a highly recognizable cat, if you're into hip-hop music. If you know
about the Native Tongues, if you're in that sphere of knowledge about some of the great crews
of hip-hop -- cats who established what it is to be a crew in hip-hop -- then you're going to know
about Jarobi of A Tribe Called Quest. … [He] has the qualities of a leader about him. Jarobi
don't like a lot of nonsense. Think about the stereotype of a rapper. It's a lot of nonsense. He's the
opposite of that. He's a husband and a father -- a grown man doing it right.
EXPRESS: D.C. is the black hole of hip-hop. Nothing gets out. Why do you think that is?
HEAD-ROC: There's a few reasons. D.C. radio don't support D.C. hip-hop. D.C. hip-hop, by
and large, isn't a type of hip-hop that's accepted on a national level.
EXPRESS: Most of the rappers I know here are conscious rappers.
HEAD-ROC: Exactly. You've got to really over-sexualize your stuff or make it very materialbased [to make it these days]. The cats in D.C. hip-hop typically don't do that. There is a thug
realm of D.C. hip-hop that does things that are more commercially acceptable. I don't really roll
in that circle, but I haven't really heard of them getting a lot of face-time at the venues.
EXPRESS: Why'd you stick with Noyeek of all the guys in Infinite Loop?
HEAD-ROC: Cause I figured we could work together the best to achieve our common goals.
How you like that answer? It's a very political answer, isn't it?
EXPRESS: It's a very bland answer. What's the worst show you've ever played?
HEAD-ROC: 3LG did the Bob Marley Festival one time at RFK Stadium and it was probably
104 degrees and it was a big production. It was so hot and nobody was there. We went out like
soldiers and rocked on that stage. But that was even fun.
DC9, 1940 9th St. NW; 10 p.m., free, with DJ Underdog + Damu the Fudge Munk, Supreme
Commander, Salim + Green Tea, S.P.P. (Storm the Unpredictable, Priest the Nomad, the
Poem-cees); 202-483-5000. (U St.-Cardozo)
Posted by Tim Follos at 09:47 AM on May 03, 2006
http://www.readexpress.com/read_freeride/2006/05/todays_top_stop_headroc_war_machine_at_d_1.php
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Head-Roc
SATURDAY
Politically astute hiphop can sometimes go down like a dose of childhood
medicine: No matter how much sweet shit you chase it with, the bitter
taste it leaves in your mouth is inescapable. You gotta push through the
pain and swallow it if you are ever going to feel better, but you damn sure
don’t have to like it. Lucky for us, not all smart hiphop must be choked
down while pinching your nose. Head-Roc’s new disc, Negrophobia, follows
in the tradition of the best political records: It sounds like an album that
incorporates interesting ideas rather than a lecture series that just happens
to be packaged in a jewel box. The D.C. native has gotten the hang of a
trick that eludes many—putting something important in your ear without
putting you to sleep. On his sophomore solo album, the former 3LG and
Infinite Loop member continues the political work he began on last year’s
The Return of Black Broadway, which received the 2004 Wammie for the
best rap/hiphop album. Whether it’s “Middle Passage,” a wrenching recreation of a slave-ship voyage, aided by vocals from Jean-Bertrand
Aristide, or “They Don’t Speak to Us,” a funny look at the sad fact that
many black folks still only interact with whites if they’re calling them “boss”
or “officer,” the record’s radical, racially charged material is more grapeflavored Benadryl than acrid Tussin: that rare thing that is not only good,
but good for you, too. Head-Roc performs with Noyeek the Grizzly Bear,
DJ Eurok, and Jarobi, along with Devine Nature and Asheru’s Black
Lincolns at 9:30 p.m. Saturday, June 18, at the 9:30 Club, 815 V St. NW.
$10. (202) 397-7328. (Sarah Godfrey)
back to the top
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FRIDAY
It’s tough enough for women to survive, much less thrive, in the manly,
scratch-and-spit world of professional baseball. Unfortunately, they haven’t
always had the best representatives. Witness A League of Their Own—
remembered mostly for providing Little League coaches everywhere with
the overplayed line “There’s no crying in baseball.” But the late Marge
Schott, the controversial onetime owner of the Cincinnati Reds and one of
the most famous female figures in baseball, practically made you long for
the sight of Rosie O’Donnell in that disturbing baseball skirt. After all, she
owed her fame to her unpleasant demeanor, her racist, anti-Semitic
remarks, and her unapologetic ownership of a Nazi armband. Jean
Hastings Ardell, in her book, Breaking into Baseball, includes some

